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Cajun Rush Q&A 

 

Who are the Rush? 
Rush Soccer was formed in 2002 under the leadership of the Colorado Rush Soccer Club in 

order to broaden the scope of its proven coaching, player development and administrative 
methodologies to a national and now global level. By affiliating with qualified soccer clubs 
throughout the United States and the World, Rush Soccer uses personnel, technical and 

intellectual property exchanges to create efficiencies through economies of scale, promote 
player, coach and tournament exchanges, develop proprietary information technology 

applications, provide administrative and technical consulting, streamline branding 
opportunities and maximize potential for fundraising and sponsorship support. 
  

The Rush Mission Statement below originates from our Rush Strategic Development 
Outline. 

 
Mission Statement – A global brand committed to providing an unparalleled soccer 

experience: Progressive. Ambitious. Comprehensive. 

 

VISION STATEMENT - Our aim is to partner with like-minded clubs around the world 

and create a player base which is unmatched in both quality and quantity.  Elite players 

developed within this base will eventually feed into a professional team representing one 

of the most recognized brands in the world. 

 
History - Each partner must desire to become number one in their respective 
areas/states/countries, while we simultaneously continue to establish Branch Chapters 

throughout the world and eventually create an enormous Pyramid type structure with a 
professional team at the pinnacle.   

 
New Objective - The new expansion plan will result in a projected 100,000 membership 
base with a 10 Domestic and International Academy Clubs and a projected $100 million 

budget with the intent to eventually become one of the most recognized brands in the world 
of football.  The international organizational benefits expected through the affiliation of 

multiple clubs represent a significant step in creating a club association that will be one of 
kind.  Rush will serve in the future as a minor league system for their own professional 
team(s) strategically located throughout the world; offer substantially greater opportunities 

for player movement, national corporate sponsorship and foundation support; provide the 
framework for a national coach and player development network, share in the intellectual 

property, apply economies of scale and expand into complementary industries, to name a 
few. The opportunity and potential is enormous.  Attracting exceptional individuals with the 
same vision is paramount. Our aim is to be one of the top 100 soccer brands in the world 

by 2040. Progressive, Ambitious and Comprehensive. 
  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ctyg_glJ3vZn3WBRwH9JAZXV1vlV695jZvFprsmEUT8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ctyg_glJ3vZn3WBRwH9JAZXV1vlV695jZvFprsmEUT8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ctyg_glJ3vZn3WBRwH9JAZXV1vlV695jZvFprsmEUT8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZmSFPPWULV7wfN4xXOtf8vdkDh21kwHsIhi7B58UjQE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kLub1An1DKUtRj2Y38UsiKCBaBF9oarYFO4skeAub1o/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kLub1An1DKUtRj2Y38UsiKCBaBF9oarYFO4skeAub1o/edit
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Rush Partnership History:  
          

Rush Soccer has grown into the largest youth soccer club in the world with over 32,000 
members. View our detailed Rush Partnership History as well as the brief overview below. 
  

·    1997: Original club @ 4,450 members 
·    2003: (2) Clubs @ 5,700 new members 

·    2004: (1) Club @ 1,200 new members 
·    2005: (6) Clubs @ 6,770 new members 
·    2006: (5) Clubs @ 6,215 new members 

·    2007: (4) Clubs @ 3,939 new members 
·    2008: (2) Clubs @ 1,850 new members 

·    2009: (3) Clubs @ 5,000 new members 
·    2010: (14) Clubs @ 3,399 new members 

·    2011: (5) Clubs @ 1,305 new members 
·    2012: (7) Clubs @1,458 new members 
·    2013: (1) Clubs @ 300 new members 

·    2014: (10) Clubs @ 1095 new members 
·    2015: (5) Clubs @ 1,295 new members 

·    2016: (3) Clubs @ 342 new members 
·    2017: (4) Clubs @ 812 new members 
·    2018: (4) Clubs @ 3,098 new members 

·    Total members as of 2018: 35,000+ 
  

Why the Rush? 

As part of the Rush Partnership, our members may be able expect to receive some of the 
following benefits: 
 

The establishment of immediate club identity 
Through the licensing of the Rush name and trademarks, partner Clubs immediately gain 

national recognition and prestige.  The licensing of the name and trademarks to qualified 
affiliates strengthens the brand itself by increasing exposure within the soccer world. 
 

Efficiencies through economy of scale 
Multiple clubs represented by a central corporate headquarters entity may enjoy the 

benefits of unified activities.  National sponsorships, public relations and marketing, coach 
and player recruiting, uniform and equipment purchases, travel, etc. will be accomplished 
more efficiently through the management of a single centralized organization. 

 
Participation in multiple types of exchanges 

Transferring talent between Partners will be enhanced by the ability to identify the strengths 
and weaknesses of each club through the familiarity that affiliates share.  Partners will enjoy 
access to Rush Soccer intellectual properties, which have been developed over several years 

dating back prior to the formation of the Club.  These properties are the cornerstone of “The 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1zRdgJwNpKNSLzX50nsd3sMFGBQw41OxgrXKp433P2mQ/edit#gid=926899702
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Rush Way” philosophy and represent a proven commodity in the development of elite soccer 
organizations. 

 
Preferred licenses proprietary information technology and trademark/ name usage 

The Rush is the official owner of the Rush Trademark and grants and authorizes contracted, 
licensed partners usage of its marks, logos, name and brand. 
  

Technical and administrative consulting 
Supported by the exchange of intellectual properties, Rush Soccer personnel could be made 

available to partner clubs for both coaching and administrative consulting.  Rush soccer 
coaches and staff members retain a wealth of proven experience and training that can help 

accelerate a partner’s growth and development.  Rush Soccer’s record of recruiting, 
certifying and utilizing the best youth soccer coaches in the state and country is perhaps 
our strongest and most important asset.  Our coaching staff has been instrumental in 

achieving the national prominence that Rush Soccer has enjoyed, and we view the 
opportunity to export that expertise to an out-of-state club as a test of its true value. 

Rush Soccer maintains a full-time staff consisting of a President/CEO, Technical Director, 
General Manager and Marketing Director who maintain working relationships with all Rush 
Clubs.  The administrative expertise that governs the activities of this staff has been 

achieved through an organic process of identifying efficiencies and deficiencies and includes 
such elements as information technology development, tournament management, and 

fundraising.  Additionally, with the culture that has been created by the formation of Rush 
Soccer, each affiliate club has experience and expertise that they are open to sharing with 
other members of the Rush family. 

  
Financial assistance and sponsorship/fundraising support 

Rush Soccer currently has partnerships with Capelli Sport.  All partners will immediately 
benefit from the established relationships with these national reputable brands.  
  

The formation of Select Teams 
Rush Soccer’s Director of Rush Select chooses several nationally recognized tournaments 

each year to bring select teams to.  In addition to giving our players an additional 
opportunity to compete at the highest level with others from across the country, athletes 
are exposed to new experiences, coaches, players and friends. 

  
In summary, the success of Rush Soccer will be determined by the success of each and 

every Club, Program, Team, and Individual representing the Rush.  Failure cannot be an 
option and the Rush motto, “Where the Trails of Passion and Purpose Meet, Begins the Path 
to Victory,” must be manifested by all members.  Rush Soccer will continue to be a leader 

and recognized pioneer in youth soccer. 
  

Frequently Asked Questions 

Are we controlled and operated by the Rush? 
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No, this is a partnership.  The (club) will still operate independently including filing of its 
own taxes, governance by its own Board of Directors, hiring of its own employees, etc.  This 

venture is a cooperative effort with the purpose to serve to make each organization better.  
The partnership allows for the clubs to interact and share ideas. 

 
Will joining the Rush increase the club costs? 
No, fees are established by your own club.  

 
Will there be a change in club philosophy? 

The club philosophy will stay the same and the focus will remain on individual player 
development.  Our philosophy in the past is very similar to the Rush development 

philosophy.  It provides us with the opportunity to further the communication and education 
of that philosophy through organizational credos and operating standards. 
 

How will this impact the colors of the club? 
The club colors will be blue and white, similarly to what they are now.  Uniforms will be 

match the uniform cycle and colors provided by Capelli Sport. 
 
Do we keep the same club model or will it change to the model of the Colorado 

Rush? 
Clubs may adopt as many of the programs and services as they wish.  Clubs are not 

mandated to do anything.  As always, we are constantly evaluating what works to provide 
the best player development in the state and current programs will remain, be tweaked as 
necessary, and new ones can be added. 

 
Will our recreation program change? 

No, this will only serve to make our recreational program stronger.  Through the exchange 
of intellectual property, we will enable ourselves to develop and adopt programs and ideas 
to better serve this branch of the club. 

 
Is there expected growth to the club by joining the Rush? 

The potential is always there and should be anticipated.  Nearly all of Rush’s previous 
partners have experienced an increase in membership enrollment.  Many have even 
partnered or absorbed other clubs in and around their own community through the process. 

 
How will this benefit the individual player? 

The possibilities are almost limitless for the individual player.  With options, this partnership 
can afford the players such as select teams and guest playing from all the Rush partners.  
Information concerning player development issues can be shared and coaches and players 

alike will now have a resource to share ideas to further their development. 
 

Will the tryout process be the same as it was before? 
The club will continue its normal tryout format.  Any changes will be decided by the clubs 
management team.   
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What, if any, obligations does the club have to comply with? 

Two things: 1) We expect our partners to transition into Capelli Sport. Teams transition at 
their own accord and under the supervision of their own club; and, 2) The Rush also expect 

effort.  Effort to becoming the best soccer club they can be.  The Rush expect the club to 
uphold the Rush brand in a positive image. 
 

When will this take affect and what will the transition look like? 
We will begin to roll out certain aspects in January 2020 with the full changeover happening 

by tryouts in late April / early May.  Competitive teams will take on the name Cajun Rush 
for the 2020-21 seasonal year.   

The Board and staff will make changes as necessary and communicate with the 
membership.  Due to this immense and exciting transition, these changes will occur over 
time.  The Rush Way philosophy and methodology will take time.  The arrival of the Rush 

has got to be embraced and accepted by the current membership.  Change is only as good 
as the people’s attitudes and efforts. 
  

“Where the Trails of Passion and Purpose Meet, Begins the Path to Victory.” 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 


